Royals at YOUR Castle Camp...

Royalty Kingdom Custom Camps...

Is our Traditional Team Camp, this is the perfect option for teams
wanting the TOTAL camp experience in the convenience and comfort of
YOUR own Kingdom. If your team is just beginning to stunt and tumble,
or new to the camp experience, this will help them learn the beginning
skills and build the confidence to take it out on the floor.
.

You provide the Camp Castle at your Gym or School and we take care of
the rest!
.

Our Royal Kingdom Custom Camp, allows you to Design-Your-Own Royal Camp
Experience, giving your team exactly what they need to focus and improve on,
regardless of their skill level.
Coaches receive a curriculum menu along with a blank schedule and a Team
Questionnaire, asking you specific questions about your teams, so we can best assist
you in creating a program specific to your teams needs, overall objectives and being
fully prepared for the most inclusive camp out there!
.

•Cheer Stunt, Transition, Pyramid and Basket Classes
•Learn 2 Cheers, 3 Sidelines, 2 Cheer Dances & 1 Hip-Hop Dance
•Leadership, Team Bonding, Respect and Self Confidence

NOTE: The amount of instructors depends on the number of athletes and squad
separations. If you need more instructors than allotted the price may change. Cheer
Champs Elite prices include a minimum of 2 instructors for Custom Camps.

Royalty Choreography Camp...

Regal Special Skills Camp...

Our Choreography Camps is the perfect choice for teams who want to
collaborate one on one with a premiere Choreographer to build a
customized routine tailored to your unique talents and abilities! We will
create a routine to max out score sheets, stay within the safety
guidelines. and wow the judges, giving your team the winning advantage.
Your custom routine will make your team stand out amongst the
competition! Our innovative Choreographers offer the hottest, most
innovative routines with unique stunts & pyramid transitions! Music
NOT Included.

Our Special Skills Camps, are offered to athletes of all levels, ages 6 and up.
Focus will be on skills, skills, skills! Everything will be covered, from
Stretching, Strength, Conditioning, Jumps, as well as Running and Standing
Tumbling. During the tumbling sessions, athletes will be grouped by skill
level.
.
Our Special Skills Camps include Mini Boot Camps, for the more elite and
experienced athletes…

.

A full 2 or 3 day clinic of detailed original Competition Choreography to
include:
.

•Opening •Motions •Partner Stunts •Jumps •Cheer •Pyramid
•Tosses / Secondary Stunts •Standing and Running Tumbling •Dance
•An opportunity to address your teams specific needs and showcase their
strong points within their routine
•Each section of the routine will be filmed & given to you on a USB Drive

Handspring Boot Camp:

This boot camp will be 2 hours of non-stop
skill work. Focusing on the drills to help master
or obtain a round-off back handspring and
standing back handspring.
Pre-requisite – N/A

Standing Tuck Boot Camp:

This boot camp will be 2 hours of non stop
skill work. Focusing on the drills to help master
or obtain a standing back tuck.
Pre-requisite– Running and/or
Standing Back Handspring

Skills Boot Camp:

This boot camp will be 2 hours of non stop skill work. Focusing on the drills to help master or
obtain a round-off back handspring full.
Pre-requisite– Must have a round off back handspring layout

*Royal Kingdom Custom Camp Classes
Game-Action Cheers (Sidelines) Music/Band Cheers
Game-Action Cheers– Tumbling Technique/Transitions
Sideline Filler/Time Out Routine – Hip Hop Dance
Stunt Technique/Transitions Crowd Getters (with signs)
General Chant Session

Stunt Technique/Transitions – Sideline Filler/Time-Out Routine
Stunt Technique/Transitions– Sideline Filler/Time Out Routine

Show Routine
Fight Song
Call Back & Action Chant Session
Revamp Your Chants (Revitalize your old chants with new motions & chants) 30-Second Dance Routine (2 – 45 Min. Classes Required)
Crowd Response Cheer Sideline Dances
45-Second Dance Routine (3 – 45 Min. Classes Required)
Cheer with a Partner Stunt
Cheer with a Jump/Tumbling or Both
Stretch Session – Stretching with concentration on each
Cheer with a Pyramid
muscle group (great for Day 2, 3 and/or 4)
Basic or Intermediate Basket Tosses
Basic or Intermediate Pyramid & Builds
Basic or Intermediate Stunt Technique/Transitions
Basic or Intermediate Jump Technique/Sequences

*Advanced Classes

Crowd Response Cheer & Tumbling Technique (with signs)
Stunt Technique/Transitions
Jump Technique/Sequences
Basket Tosses
Partner Stunts
Pyramid & Build Perfection
Tumbling
Plyometrics (Conditioning to improve jump height)
Hip Hop Dance – Sideline Filler/Time Out Routine
60-Second Dance Routine (5 – 45 Min. Classes Required)
Optional
Video Recording – The material your teams learned during camp will be recorded and given to you on USB.
This is extremely helpful for post camp practices, formations and Stunting.
Can be done on one day or daily. Additional Fee applies

